MoMA Artist Index Tote: Paula Klee
Louise Naunton Morgan £15.00

This limited edition tote bag is the result of a collaboration between common-editions and artist/designer Louise Naunton Morgan.

It was launched at WOW2017 at South Bank Centre in London to celebrate International Women’s Day.

For the, MoMA Artist Index Naunton Morgan has reversed the gender of over 2,000 artists’ names in the Museum of Modern Art roster, highlighting the gender imbalance of the collection and the under-representation of female artists, and foregrounding the obstacles female artists still face in getting their work exhibited and collected.

The heavy duty canvas tote comes in two variations, Paula Klee or Annie Warhol. Both feature an excerpt from Louise Naunton Morgan’s, MoMA Artist Index on the reverse.

Printed on 280gsm durable cotton drill.
Limited numbers available